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Note to Teachers
The purposes of this activity can be simply stated. They are:

1. to heir students learn something of the wide variety of United Nations activities
taking place in the world;
2. to give them an interest in the affairs of the United Nations;
3. to lay the foundations for continuing interest in the United Nations.

More specific objectives [e.g. just what aspects of U.N. activity students should know] are implicit
In the questions and instructions on the following pages. Also understood is the practice students
will gain in such skills as reading, comprehension, analysis, discussion. etc.
This activity consists of reading, digesting and reporting on the newspaper articles printed in the
pages that follow. Whether this Is done as a whole class activity, individually, or in groups, Is a
matter of personal choice. The articles can easily accommodate any of these approaches.

This activity should be possible at a variety of grade levels, ranging from Grade 4 upwards. If an
article is thought to be too difficult for a particular group of students, it can obviously be easily
omitted. However, one of the advantages of Including a variety of articles of varying lengths and
levels of difficulty is that this allows for the reality that ary class will contain students of differing
levels of accomplishment. Thus, you might want to group the articles differently depending on your
knowledge of your students. As things stand, there is no particular rationale behind the way I have
grouped the articles. They are compiled more or less randomly.
This activity addresses questions of knowledge and attitudes. It is intended, to teach students about the
rich variety of U.N. activities in today's world and to arouse in them some interest in and
commitment to the U.N. and its work.

is easy to update this activity by simply using new articles as they occur. Even I, a U.N. fan, am
amazed at the amount of information there is on the U.N. once one starts looking for It. It's often
burled away in the back pages or In obscure paragraphs, but it is there. In this regard,
would
draw to your attention to that part of the Instructions which suggests that students themselves start
monitoring the newspapers on an ongoing basis for U.N.-related news. This is very important If this
activity is to be more than a one-shot deal. if it is to work, however, you will need to make sure
that newspapers are brought to class regularly and that students are assigned to read and clip them.
The Free Press and the Globe and Mall are the most useful. My suggestion is that pairs of students
can assigned this task on a weekly basis. It needs only a minimum of training for them to learn what
to do, some time for them to do It in or or out of class, and some continuing monitoring by the
teacher. It needs also some bulletin board space for the clippings to be displayed, organized and
explained, as described below. Ideally, some part of your classroom, and your teaching, will be
it

I

dedicated to dealing with U.N. news on a continuing basis.

For further information on teaching about the U.N., check The Manitoba Social Science Teacher, 21

1995; and 22 [1], September, 1995. See also the Canadian Reference Guide to the
United Nations, available free from The Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade,
125 Sussex Drive, Ottawa K1A 0G2. The September 1995 issue of The Manitoba Social Science

[4], April,

Teacher contains a study guide to this resource, prepared by Uoyd Nelson and Tony Rice.
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introduction
Few people realize how involved the United Nations is in the world's affairs, not just in the
reasonably well-known business of peacekeeping, as in Bosnia, Haiti or Rwanda, and in the form of
high-profile conferences and declarations, but In literally thousands of small ways that often pass
unnoticed. A careful reading of a reasonable newspaper will soon turn up a range of references to
the work of the United Nations, often described only briefly in a short paragraph, with out any bIg
headlines, but described nonetheless. And these descriptions are only the tip of the iceberg: for
every thing that gets reported In the newspaper, there are hundreds and hundreds that pass
unnoticed .

In Canada, we don't notice this because we are lucky enough to live In a country that is at peace,
with a high standard of IMng, and with little or no need of direct help from the United Nations. We
don't need U.N. help to dig wells, to pipe clean water, to prevent soil erosion, to put up camps for
refugees, to run clinics for dying children, to vaccinate and Immunize, to keep peace among warring
groups, to build schools and train teachers, to fly in erncrgency food rations, to protect human
rights, to bury massacre victims, to see that elections are honest and so on and so on. Though not all
Canadians share In our wealth and good fortune, by the world's standgrds we are a have, not a havenot, country, and so we don't need the help of the U.N. As result, we don't see it at work in our
daily lives and so we don't think much about it.

Though we don't need the U.N. directly, we certainly need it In other ways. Sooner or later, the
world's problems affect all of us. Sooner or later, the glaring inNuality between the rich and poor
countries of the world will threaten world peace. Already, the woria's problems .can be solved only
by international action. And we're all members of the same human race living on the same planet.
Whatever its problems and difficulties, the U.N. is the only international body that we've got that
can help us deal with the world's problems.
However, the United Nations is onty as strong as we want to make it. it is not a world government. It
is, rather, an association of the world's separate governments and can do only what they let it do.

The governments of the world will take the U.N. seriously only if the world's people [in other
words, people like you and me] take it seriously. And the first step towards this is to know
something about the U.N. This does not mean taking on a massive research project [though that
might not be a bad idea], but rather keeping our eyes and ears open for the information that is out
there, In the media and elsewhere. And there is a lot of information available once we start looking
not in the big headlines and the sensational stories, but In small paragraphs here and there, in
the back pages, in the form of passing references In stories that are mainly about something else,
and so on. But the information is there. There could and should be more of It, bit there is already a
lot of it available.

The articles that follow all appeared locally in the last few months and they give some idea of the
wide variety of the actMtles of the United Nations. Remember, though, that for every activity they
describe, there are literally thousands of others that go unreported. Probably no one person in the
world, not even the Secretary-General of the U.N., can ever know all the different things the U.N.
does around the world. Many of these things are small scale, at the level of a village or a small
community. They are also successful, and so don't make the headlines. There isn't much 'news' in
the story that such and such a village now has a well that supplies clean water, or that a local school
has textbooks for the first time, or that some U.N. soldier stopped someone from killing someone
else. 'News usually means disaster and tragedy, not success and peace. Thus, the successes of the
U.N. often pass unnoticed, while its failures and difficulties attract major attention.
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Instructions
Your task Is to read the articles on the following pages and to find as many examples as you can of
things that the United Nations is doing or has done in the past around the world. As you read make
notes [perhaps in a chart form], using these headings. :

What? [the event or activity or action involving the U.N.].
Where? [whereabouts in the world, remembering that more than one place might
be involved].

When? [the time period or date].
Why? [why the U.N. is doing whatever it

is].

Results [the result of the U.N. action].
If you cannot find the answer to every point, don't worry. Simply make your list as full as you
can.You will probably find that some articles don't give you all the information you want, or that
they raise more questions in your mind. This isn't a problem: Just add another heading to your list.
Call It;
Queations [what I need/want to know or don't understand].

You could do all this on your own, or with a partner or small group [probably not more than three
people in any one group, however]. Alternatively, with your teacher's help, your class might divide
into groups, with each group taking a section of the articles. This will save time but, if you do it,
be sure to arrange for each group to report to the whole class, so that everyone gets all the
information.
To help you out, here is a checklist of the key points to be found in the articles. Make sure that as a
class you have covered them all. They are divided into headings to make things simpler, but the
headings do not appear in the articles. Your job is to find out as much as you can about them from
the articles.
U.N. Organization, Officials and Agencies

Security Council; Secretary General; International Atomic Energy Agency; International Court of
World Bank; International Monetary Fund; UNICEF; International Civil Aviation
Organization; World Health Organization; Food and Agriculture Organization; International Labour
Organization; World Meteorological Organization; UNESCO; U.N High Commissioner for Refugees;
U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights.
Justice;

U.N. Conferences. Reports and Related Activtties
U.N.

Population Conference;

U.N.

Voluntary

Trust

for

Mineclearing Activities;

Nuclear

Non-

proliferation Treaty; U.N. Environment Programme; U.N. Population Fund; U.N. Children's Fund;
U.N. World Food Programme; U.N, High Seas Conference; Fourth Conference on Women; U.N.
Working Party on Contemporary Slavery; U.N. Climate Summit; Year of Tolerance; U.N. Conference
on Crime; U.N. Conference on Mine Clearance; World Summit for Social Development; U.N.
Committee on the Rights of the Child; World Summit for Children; U.N. Development Programme;
World Heritage Sites; Yugoslav War Crimes Tribunal; U.N. Assistance Mission in Rwanda;
Convention on Climate Change; Iraq-Kuwait Observer Mission.

U.N. Involvement in Day to Day Events
Peacekeeping in Bosnia; peacekeeping in Haiti; peacekeeping in Croatia; peacekeeping in Rwanda;
peacekeeping in Somalia; peacekeeping in Angola; election In Cambodia; Justice reform in Rwanda;
commission of Inquiry in Burundi; earthquake in Afghanistan; virus in Zaire; Kurds in Northern
Iraq; sanctions against Iraq; sanctions against Libya.

Once you have completed your lists and, as a class compared notes and put together as much
Information as you can, answer these questions on your own:

1. What was in these articles that you already knew?

2. What three things most Interested you?

3. What three things most surprised you?
4. What three things do you need more information about to make sense of them?

Once you have answered these questions for yourself, share your answers with a partner [your
teacher will divide you up]. Once you have done that, your teacher will ask some of you to share
your Ideas with the whole class, and will ask for other people's Ideas in order to get some discussion
going.

A Continuing Assignment
Now that you have done all this, here is a continuing assignment. Check the newspaper[s] regularly
[your teacher will make sure there are copies available for class use] and clip out every mention
you can find of the U.N. Post your clippings on the classroom bulletin board using a series of easy to
read and conspicuous headings, such as Peacekeeping; Human Rights; Environment; Children; Social
and Economic Development; and so on. Remember that you will probably need to add new headings
from time to time. In addition. put up a large world map, and using coloured tapes or markers, show
where the U.N. is involved around the world. The clipping and bulletin board tasks could be shared
around the class, with two different students doing them week by week.

you have access to a computer and to Internet, you will find an unbelievable collection of
information on the U.N. and its activities. For details of how to access it, see Josh Gould's article in
The Manitoba Social Science Teacher, 21 [4], April 1995: p.11. There should be a copy in your

tf

school.

The alm of all this is to make your classroom an up-to-date United Nations Information Centre. At
the end of every week, take 15 to 30 minutes of class time and ask this question: what did we learn
about the U.N. this week?

A Reminder
Now, turn to the articles. They can be read in any order you please. Remember that as you read each
article you should be making notes or a chart using the headings provided above: What? Where?
When'? Why? Results? Questions?
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Murray wants to see Winnipeg
becpap UN world heritage city
By Nick Martin

without contemporary intrusion

Ci(y Hall Reporter

COUN. GLEN Murray wants
the Uniad Natinng tn finsig.
nate Winnipeg a world hgritageci_ty.

not that far-fetched, said
Murray, who has pitched his proposal to the city's planning committee.

The key is that the Exchange
District is an intact historical area

that represents a Chicago-style,
turn-of-the-century
character

Most cities have too much modern
construction among their heritage
areas to qualify.
Quebec City's Lower Town and
an older area of Savannah, Ga , are
the only North American cities to
receive heritage designation from
the UN, said Murray (Fort Rouge).
Another 1,2 natural sites in Can-

ada have also been designated.
said Terry O'Grady, an Ottawa
spokesman for, UNESCO. ,the

United Nations Educational, Scientalc and Lultural Orgaruzat.ion

Jessica Martin, duty manager at
Quebec City's historic Chateau
Frontenac hotel, said the designation is another positive step in the
city's campaign to promote itself

Canadian Press
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SEVENTY per cent of the world's

WASHINGTON

surface is water, yet it's
becoming critically scarce.

The element that a few wellendowed countries like Canada
take for granted is becoming the

"Many of the wars of this century were about oil, but wars of the
next century will be over water,"
Ismail Serageldin, a vice-president
at the World Bank, said in an interview.

The World Bank report states
that some 80 countries with 40 per
cent of the world's population are
already experiencing water short-

stuff over which wars may be ages that threaten agriculture,

fought.
Water will be to the 21st century
what oil has been to the latter part
of this old one.
And water is in crisis.
That's the essence oL- World
fignk Tema, released Sutir,--Cy, n
the state of -the Earth's water sup-

industry and health.

ply.

boundary.

dorse applications and make

pitch to a UN committee that Ltv,

as a historical landmark.
"It's in all the promotional material. We really sell ourselves as t he
cradle of North America because
we go back to 1608," Martin said
Murray called the designation a
way to put Winnipeg on the "world
tourism map."
The civic committet: recoil).
mended council go for it

Nations may go to war
over water, report warns
By Chris Morris in) CP
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Rwanda mission
inspires pride
14 t- P. st, u...1 iVs5

IAMVriting to you from Kigali,
Rwanda, where I am serving as a

Canadian Forces officer on a
six-month peacekeeping mission
with the U
Nations As ance
Mission In Rwanda ( NAMI10.

rra t

is

rE.---reitiote

part of the

world, we read with great interest
media coverage of the Canadian

Forces. I thought your readers
should know about the outstanding
work that fellow Canadians are do-

ing here in Rwanda as we assist in
rebuilding this war-torn nation.

We Canadians, along with the
other countries serving in UNAMIR, assist with the buildinrelf

rines, human-rights

investiga-

tions, supplying food and water

across the country, improving the
conditions of displaced persons, providing medical care, conducting mil-

itary observer patrols and repairing
roads. This is not news; it is what we
are paid to do.

The untold stories and hero2s include our soldiers such as Warrant
Officer Roger Laurin, Master Warrant Officer Robert Lanteigne and
Sgt. Gerald Hayward. Laurin acts as
our barber. Each night, after a full
day's work, he cuts hair and donates
every penny to a local orphanage.
Lanteigne is leading a group of Ca-

nadian soldiers who, in their free
time, repair electrical, plumbing
and structural damage to six orphanages, in addition to building a
playground for another orphanage.
Hayward organized a charity run
which raised more than $2,000 that
will go towards another orphanage.
Small gestures, perhaps, but they
speak volumes of the good work that
Canadians do here.
There are more than 120 Canadian

Forces men and women serving
with UNAMIR. We come from
across Canada and range in rank
from a young corporal, Lenora Collins, a reservist supply technician, to
the most senior rank, Maj.-Gen. Guv
Tousignant, who, as the UNA MI it

force commander, commands the
more than 6,000 United Nations
troops in Rwanda.

I, for one, have never been so
proud to serve both Canada and the
United Nations, as a member of the
Canadian Forces.
LIEUT. (N1KENT PAGE
Kigali, Rwatithi

Feds defied

labor rules
UN agency
Public-service wage freeze lashed
ulFf 7 AlaNi

By Gord McIntosh

Htf15" government, even though Canada is

Canadian Press

an ILO membcr.

But Bob White, president of the
THE federal gov- Canadian tabor Congress, said i.
ernment violated interna- will be an embarrassment just the
tional labor standards by con- same to a government that takes its
tinuing to freeze wages of public international affairs role seriously.
servants, says a UN agency.
"If the cabinet and the prime minOttawa's resolve to break the defi- ister don't care about that I guess all
cit does not warrant continued sus- we can do is keep debating those is-

0

TTAWA

pension of collective bargaining sues," he said.
A comRlaint by_th labor congress
with its employees, the Internaegislation
tional Labor Oreanizatinsai. yes- watTrigmally aime
terday.

The Liberal decision last year to

brought in by the Tory government
of Brian Mulroney.
But ,t was the Liberals who had to

extend by two years what was defend the wage freeze before 4n
started by the Tories in 1991 goes
beyond any reasonable restriction a
government can place on collective
bargaining, it said.

"The action taken by the government in no sense corresponds to the
fair and reasonable compromise required," the agency said in a ruling
from Geneva.

"As this is the longest wage-restriction program ever adopted in
Canada, it clearly goes beyond what
the committee has considered to be
permissible restrictions on collective bargaining."
The ruling is not binding on the

IETEfnmittee,and the UN body rejected the Liberals' argument.
The UN agency, a body financed
by lanor,15135iness and overnment,
m
r e ing was ta ing
about both governments.
"The policy of the new authorities

in this regard has mirrored that of
their predecessors," it said.

But just as the Tories dismissed
ILO objections to the wage freeze,
this government did as well.

"This is not the first time this or
ganization has given its comment,
on the matter," said Treasury Boar,.
.

president Art Eggleton.

Empowerment
of women urged
UN report calls for fighting discrimination,
subordination and early child-bearing
those deaths could be prevented, the

BY JANE GADD
The Globel....And t

The United Notis has fired a shot

report says. Maternal death rates

are 15 to 50 times greater in the developing world than in most develother opponents of reproductive oped countries.
An estimated 67,000 women die
freedom who are expected to water
down any declaration on the subject each year from abortions performed
by the UN's conference on women in unsafe conditions.
The report also warns of a wave of
this September.
The UN Population Fund u.s_esjis adolescents becoming sexually acannual report, on the stale of the tive at a time when the interval beglobal population to make a strong tween sexual maturity and marriage
plea for empowerment of women is growing because of better nutriworldwide as the key to social and tion and the success of existing efeconomic development, as well as to forts to delay marriage.

across the bows of the Vatican and

lbday, more than half of the

population growth rates that the
'Women in most societies have
many roles, but often only one, their
role in reproduction, is recognized;

world's population of 5.7 billion is
below theage of 25. About one-third
are between the ages of 10 and 24,
and 80 per cent live in developing

and even in that they can expect

countries.

world can accommodate.

little support,- the report says.
"Tho often, they have little or no
voice in decisions made in or outside

"All these young people have

needs related to their physical and

emotional development, particularly
as they become aware of their sexuality," the report says.
"Education programs for youth in
many countries . .. generally have a
enable countries to progress to- narrow focus on teen-age prewards sustainable development," gnancy. Family life education programs often promote 'responsible
the report says.
The report enits for all forms of parenthood' within marriage and ab-

the household; and too often, even
their reproductive health is ignored.
These inequities must be redressed
to fulfill women's human rights and

discrimination to be outlawed and stinence outside it; these programs
traditional laws and practices that frequently ignore gender relations,
enforce women's subordination to rarely provide information on sexbe challenged. It also cans for the ual feelings, attitudes and behavenactment and enforcement of laws iour, and seldom address contracepsetting a minimum age for marriage tive use."
In September, the international
to protect young women from the
dangers of early child-bearing and community meets in China for the
allow them to take advantage of op- UN's fourth annual conference on
is will reiew
women. i" he partici
tions beyond motherhood.
Men
On the issue of reproductive and-amise the p
01 aet1n emhealth, it stresses the importance of atidadopt
t="n--7ffInov 0 iiggeies to
parents' ability to choose the num- ph=
of vrogress

ber and spacing of their children.
"The ability to exercise choice in

the advancement of women.

Last month, the Vatican fired its

regard to fertility has a strong im-

own salvo in preparation for a likely

reproductive

battle over reproductive freedom,
stating that the UN conference
should concentrate more on moth-

pact

on

women's

health and allows them to participate in social. political and economic activities." the report says.
Citing World Bank figures, it says
that one-third of the illnesses among
girls and women aged 15 to 44 in developing countries is related to pre-

gnancy, childbirth, abortion, HIV
and reproductive tract infections.

Half a million women still die
each year as a consequence of pregnancy and childbirth and most of

erhood and less on sexual rights.

Vatican spokesman Joaquin Na
varro-Valls told reporters that the
Holy See believes it should not impose Western values on femininity.

He made it clear that while the
Vatican supports women's rights, it

is ready for a fight over issues of
contraception, abortion and the nature of family.

UN keeps

peace in
Angola
44.1475
Associated Presske
The SeuNITED NATIONS
curity Council voted iiriiiii-

niously yesterday to send
ol to ce7,000 poselseepergau_gi
ment an agreement ending 19 years
of civil war in the southern African
country.
At the urging of the United States,

the peacekeepers will be sent in
stages to hold the rival sides to their

peace priars-ZgFirrgroireritangling UN soldiers in any new largescale fighting.

"This time peace has come to
stay," Angolan Foreign Minister Venancio de Moura told the council before the vote. Portugal, Angola's for-

mer colonial ruler, and many Afri-

can countries joined his plea for
rapid deployment.
About 300 UN military observers

and other peacekeepers are currently in Angola.

UN Secretary General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali has called for full deployment within three months. But

the Security Council said the full
force cannot be sent until BoutrosGhali reports the truce is holding.

The Security Council approved a
six-month mandate for the peacekeeping force. It must vote on any
extension.

Most troops would come from
Brazil, India, Pakistan, Romania,
Uruguay and Zimbabwe.

CONFERENCE ON WOMEN'

tre has since made special mention of the
thousands of petitions that came in from Al
members worldwide. By early June, an NGO
Forum organizer was able to announce that

Human rights
are women's
right: Part III

agreement had been reached over the site
and that major concessions had been made
by the China Organizing Committee.

Looking at the world through
women's eyes
THE CONFERENCE in Beijing is the fourth
in a series of UN conferences on women. The
grst was held in Mexico City in 1976, mark-

Al's major campaign this year is on the human
rights of women. This is the third in a series of articles on the campaign. This time we focus on
the Fourth UN World Conference on Women
(September in Beijing) See pages 12-13 for campaign appeal cases.

ing the beginning of the UN Decade of
Women. The second took place in Copenha-

gen in 1980 when participants adopted a
Program of Action. The third, hosted by
Kenya in 1985, produced the Nairobi Forwardlook
ce-

by CHERYL HOTCHKISS

rrHE MAIN OBJECTIVE of the UN ment o

en to the Vnar 91)00.

e Beijing conference is also one of a
1 Fourth World Conference on Women is
to ensure equality, development, and peace wider series of UN global conferences taking
for women and girl-childrenmore than place during7E7773.0sothers include the
half the world's population. Recently, how- Earth Summit in 1992, the Human Rights

ever, attention has not been given to the Conference in Vienna in 1993, and the
Social Summit this year. Governsubstantive issues of the conference.
You have likely seen the headlines. "China
unfair to UN forum on women's rights, Canada says." "Forum site might scuttle conference." The controversy began when Chinese
officials suddenly relocated the meeting site
of itaa:avs.nunental_ozganjzatiotaz.11.4aQs)
40 kilometres away from where government
delegates will be meeting in Beijing. The new
NGO Forum bite, where 36,000 participants

al77;77t77'M" gather, was much smaller
and had few facilities. More importantly, its

isolation made it more difficult for NGO
representatives, such as the Al delegation, to
have a direct impact on the main conference.
Representatives from a number of NG0s,
governments, and the UN responded immediately to the Chinese decision. Amnesty lent
its global voice with letters, faxes, and lobbying of a number of influential contacts. We
also participated in a petition action

launched by the International Women's
Tribune Centreindeed, the Tribune Cen..4,4s1j

lovi-4.41A.A. *4:4 44.)2:

ments are the main decision-makers
at. these conferences, but a number of

NG0s, like AI, are given special
standing and the possibility of participating directly in discussions.

Alouside each UN global con ferencTiOan NGO Forun2, designed to
pressure governments into genuine
action, to exchange information and
ideas, to strengthen cooperation, and
to create publicity around the many
concerns of participating organizations. This year's NGO Forum in Beijing (Aug 30-Sept 8), with its theme of
"Look at the World Through

Women's Eyes," will attract some
36,000 participants from about 2,800
non-governmental
organizations

workin around the lobe.

Stiff
dues for world's clubs
fP
Canadian Press
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TORONTO
CANADA
plans to spend nearly $217

million this fiscal year on

membership fees for international organizations, the Toronto Star reports.

Documents obtained under
access-to-information laws list

fees for 37 bodies in which

A

Canada is a member

from the

United Nations to the International Tropical Timber Organi-

zation.

The UN fee is $49.3 million.
not including costs for peacekeeping. And there are separate
fees for UN agencies: $18.2 million for the World Health Orga-

nization, $15.7 million for the
UN Educational and Cultural
Organization and $16.7 million
for the Food and Agriculture
Organization.
The smallest fee $10,000
is for the Canadian Council on
International Law.

Marine facts and figures
The Globe and Mail Z rit4A4114 I 41 r".

Land-mmes a horror
Canada tells meeting
By Lisa Schlein
Canadian Press

GENEVA

LAND-MINES

cause untold suffering, impede the development of

war-torn societies and should be
banned around the world, Canadian

delegate Andrew McAlister told a
UN conference on mine clearance
yesteraa7.
Theaajedatigjas is trying to put
an end to the use of mines which

each year kill and maim an estimated 30,000 people. Thirty per cent
of the victims are children.

"We must eliminate land-mines
once and for all," UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali told the
Internatiofll Crnlfregce pn ine
C earance. "We must ban their use.
Vy e r'iiiiirban their production. We

must destroy those that are stockpiled."

ut the U.S. delegation said that
while Washington supports the
eventual elimination of land-mines,
an outright ban is politically and militarily still impossible.

Following are some facts and figures contained in a.r..2122a called

The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture, released this
month. The study was conducted by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Natiorts.

Ibtal world catch of fish ana seafood was 101.3 million

tonnes in 1993, including 17 million tonnes of freshwater fish.
The threeday conference hopes Almost 16 million tonnes, some freshwater and some marine,
to raise more than $100 million Cdn
for de-mining projects. Up to 110 were produced in farms.
The anchovy was the most-caught species, accounting for
million mines are believed to be
8.3 million tonnes, or 10 per cent, of the marine catch. Carp
scattered through 65 countries.
McAlister said that "despite the was the most-farmed fish.
Humans ate 72.3 million tonnes of fish in 1993. Of that, 27.5
growing international awareness of
million
tonnes were fresh, 23.5 million frozen, 12.2 million
the horrors of anti-personnel landmines, their production and sale canned and 9 million cured.
'INventy countries caught 80 per cent of the marine total, led
continue."
by
China with 10.1 million tonnes, or 12 per cent. Spain was
While land-mines are manufactured in 50 countries and exported No. 16, with 1.3 million tonnes, and Canada was No. 18, with 1.1
by 35, Canada stopped exporting million tonnes.
such as Spanish boats off
them in 1987 and hasn't manufacCatch by all non-local boats
tured them since 1992.
Eastern Canada was 4.7 million tonnes in 1993, down from a
The international community, peak of 9.1 million tonnes in 1989. Japan topped the catch for
however, appears to be fighting a distant-water fleets, followed by Russia, Spain, other former
losing battle.
Soviet republics and South Korea.
.Last year, the UN said at least two
million new mines were laid while
only 100,000 were removed.

Canada yesterday pledged an initial contribution of $200,000 to the
UN Volentary Trust Fund for Mipe

Activitie§. The United
Srates promised $17 million, the European Union $53 million and
France $500,000.

rierang

Pope sends message
in support of women
IRAsurct

Associated Press

n March, a United Nalters ofRctarcnmented that
there was no hope of peace in the former Yugoslavia.
Shortly afterwards, the head of the UN operations in

the Balkans, Yasushi Akash,7ar'neaglranne renewed
rig m-rwig in Bosnia threatened to reach an unprecedented
scale. On that same day the Canadian government renewed its commitment of troops to the LIN_Deacekeeping
force in Bosnia and Croatia for another six months.
4
It has been apparent for a long time that there is no
peace to keep in Bosnia, nor is there likely to be until the
war between the Serbs and the Bosnian Muslims produces a clear winner. It is clear now too that the situation
in Croatia will soon become more difficult, more explosive and much more dangerous for the Can,adians assigned to the UN there.
That being the case, Canada might well have chosen not
to commit to another term in the Balkans. This country
could have withdrawn honorably. The terms of engage-

Beijing meeting as a milestone
in the future of humanity. Simi-

ment are changing and there is very little chance of the
situation improving in six months. Canadian troops have
served bravely and with distinction in the Balkans since
the UN intervened there.

a-ssfill b' battled to block ap-

hopeless, the part played by the lather.eis not pointles
The peacekeepers, Canadians prominent among t em,
have played an important humanitarian role in providing

Saying lar words were used last year beATICAN CITY
women deserve a "culture fore a UN population conferense
of equality, Pope John in E
when the Vatican suc-

Paul insisted yesterday the Ro

Sticking in Bosnia),

AltToirg=i=ion in the ruins of Yugoslavia may be

man Catholic Church is a leading proval of a statement encouragforce against sexual discrimina- ing expanded abortion rights.
tion and oppression.
Yesterday, the Pope depicted
The statements were part of the Church as a vanguard for the
Vatican efforts to stake out a "dignity of women," noting bibli-

moral platform in advance of a
UN conference on women
septembeir. A Vatican delegation, possibly led by a woman,
plans to demand a statement deagainst
violence
nouncing

cal passages that describe the

women.

under a "heritage of profound

sexes as equal in God's eyes. But

he made no mention of the

Church's ban on birth control or
refusal to allow women clergy.

He said women have suffered

The pontiff has described the discrimination."

iEST COPY AVAILARL
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aid and relief and, occasionally, even in separating one of
the warring factions from another. Ottawa was right in
deciding to continue to play that role for a limited time,
and it was right to warn that it will now reassess the Canadian position.
The UN at the same time will he reassessin the entire
conce o eace ee i g in t is new an more ractious
world or er. t wil have to rethink its basic purpose, its
abilities and what mandate it will seek in the problem
spot s that exist now and that will arise in the future. Failures and frustrations in the Balkans, in Somalia and
Rwanda give some urgency to that ta ,k. Canada, as a participant in all three and a leader among the world's peacekeepers, is uniquely positioned to advise on what that new
role shouldbe.

$23 million program
aims to give Rwanda

new justice s ystem
WS..project an attempt to ensure fair trials
for 20,000 people accused in genocide
-Reuters News Arse,/

4 ;44 tima.).4 1..c ANA-y.4144a

means almost all arrests and detentions have been arbitrary," it said.
A UN inquiry commission, made
u/3 of a three-member pang of Afritered )ustice systeir and help give can jurists, said in December that an
fair tnals to 20,000 people accused of estimated 500,000 unarmed civilians
taking part in last year's genocide.
had been murdered and that some
Jose Ayala-Lasso, ynited Nations reliable estimates put the ntertber at
ffigh Commissioner -for Humln
a million.
is due to present the two- nearly
Rwanda's government administrayear project to the Rwandan government in Kigali on March 31, UN offi- tion was left in chaos after the genoThe United Natiops unveiled a $23-million (US-.) prouam
yesterday to rebuild Rwanda's giatGENEVA

cials said.
,. Rwanda's justice system was shattgred during the civil war from April
tO July, in which between half a mil-

lion and one million people were
killed. UN officials say the victims
were mainly members of the Ilitsi
minority and moderate members of
the Hutu majority of the Central African country.
Without a functioning justice system in Rwanda, the more than two

cide, with many officials and investigators killed and most of its vehicles

and typewriters either stolen or destroyed.
Rwanda has just 26 judicial police
inspectors, while a force of '750 will
be needed to investigate the killings
efficiently, the UN said. But it said a
team of 250 was likely in 1995.

The justice ministry, charged
with investigating and bringing to
justice perpetrators of the genocide,

million refugees who fled to four had just one vehicle until the beginneighbouring states will not return ning of 1995 for the entire country.
voluntarily, the UN document said.
:::The UN technical assistance R.roannounced yesterday will proe human-rights training to judges
DTA prison officials, and will also

The program will finance the purchase of pickup trucks, motorcycles

and bicycles, fuel, office supplies,
cameras and fingerprinting equipment for each of the 11 prefectures.

pay to rehabilitate court buildings

It relies on donor nations lending

and overcrowded prisons.
:7: "This comprehensive program of
echnical assistance in human
Sights aims at a two-year-long inten-

Sive assistance effort to break the

the services of 50 legal professionals,
including investigators, prosecutors,
judges and defence lawyers, to work
in Rwanda for one year.
UN officials said no formal appeal

Ideology of genocide and to rehabiliRate the justice system in Rwanda,"
Pie UN document said.

had been launched but the UN hurpan-rights centre.was to begnriaively seeking contributions from

"The successful implementation

:System in Rwanda to adequately

major donor nations.
The plan assumes donor countries
will fully finance a separate UN hu-

4nd fairly deal with those accused of
4tie genocide," it added.

man-rigpnhlorin

The UN document said that "alklost all" of the 20 000 people sus-

wals have dmight
salhave

to be closed by May for lack of

:i5f the program will assist the justice

money.

3)ected of involvement in the killings

The mission, which has 115 mon-

Iiad been arrested "in a manner that
tioes not conform to Rwandese law."
"This is very problematic, for this

itors on the ground trying to promote

tolerance,

$700,000 a month.
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Natives
propose

cleanup
oflakes
Canadian PrPssWcf 1 4414 tig
NITED NATIONS

A con-

federacy of aboriginal peoples presenteAthellnite,d
Cons yesterday with a $700-milhon

U p an o c ean up. pollution in the
eastern Great Lakes region.

The proposal by the Haudenosaunee, or Iroquois Six Nations Confederacy, calls for money for education, research, monitoring and other

purposes. It bc:e,tfuncll frqm
UN agencies aaffiFinivate sector.

e plan was presented at a meet-

ing sponsored by thaIN-Eamiranment Program as a follgEw2,12,the
1
mmit in Rio d Jaat conference
ed or in-

direnons groups to take a leading
role in protecting the environment.

Environmentalists say pollution
around the Great Lakes has harmed
fish, livestock and crops.
The confederacy said the environ-

ment is also threatened by "crossborder midnight dumpings and efforts to dispose of wastes on reservations to circumvent environmental laws of surrounding states and
provinces."
The confederacy said "the restoration of damaged elements of the
eco-systems on native territories
must be a co-operative effort between industry, government and the
affected nations."
The Six Nations group called for

collecting data based on Canada's
EAGLE, or Effects to Aboriginals
from the Great Lake Environment, a
five-year project supported by
Health and Welfare Canada.

Many of the confederacy's proposals involve setting up an infrastructure for dealing with environmental problems instead of specific
cleanup projects.

Among the confederacy's projects would be a $350-million Centre

of Excellence for Environmental
Research and Education on Lake
Onondaga in New York state.

At a UN news conference, Chief
Oren Lyons, faithkeeper of the Onondaga Nation in New York state,
warned that pollution is endangering future generations.

Cracks in protective casing
stir
worries at Chernobyl
wixt h;.4 e. Ltfts
4

But the crusted, lava-like fuel is
also developing cracks, and UkraiTHE concrete sar- nian scientists say that increases the
KIEV
the
encasing
cophagus
danger. They say rain and melting
wrecked reactor at Cher- snow that drip through the sarcophnobyl is deteriorating, threatening agus to the warm fuel -nass could
another release of radioactivity.
cause fission of uranium atoms,
Ukraine, which is seeking billions
causing a vapor explosion that could
in aid to clean up the reactor that ex- burst the sarcophagus.

Associated Press

ploded in 1986, warns that water
dripping into the ruins could set off

"Water getting inside the fuel

another uncontrolled reaction and

mass . . . might lead to a spontaneous and uncontrollable nuclear

spread radiation over a wide area of
Europe.

But tlie IgmiGanc,cujLa''

plays ii Eiffi that threat, sa ing thy e
danger is limited to radioactive dust
getting out and contaminating the local area around the power plant.
Ukrainian and western scientists

chain reaction," Boris Gorbachev,
one of those responsible for monitoring the sarcophagus' safety,
wrote in the newspaper Vse-Ukrainskiye Vedomosti.

David Kyd, a spokesman for the

IN Madrid filed a case against Canada in the International Court of Justice in The Ha ue.1-65in

e move as futile, saying t e turbot
could be gone by the time the court rules. Canada
has already said it would not recognize the court's

r. 2.4 At 4,411

rulin2 in the dispute. w

NAIROBI

THE United Na-

tions shut clan
at refugee camOyestertlay,
a move officials said heralded the
success of a four-month repatriation

program, designed to lure Somalis
back to their war-shattered country.
Peter Kessler, a spokesman for
the U High Commissioner for Refugees
, said m a statement
t e camp at a ge near the coastal

have worried for years about a

city of Mombasa was handed over to

growing number of cracks and holes

Kenyan authorities. He called it "a

A eii in Vien a, Austria, said the
in the sarcophagus put up around UageLicy considered an explosion
the damaged No. 4 reactor. They say ufilikil3T5ut is concerned about raradioactive dust could escape dioactive dust filtering out of the
sarcophagus.
through the cracks.

Nepal, said that a guard let David

U.N. Let Two Americans
Cross_Border toAtyy

1%r
06-4,*
ts1 "i
The
BAGHDAD, Iraq AP)
United Nations commander for the
Observer Mission' ac-

lraq,-Kuwait
ki ovged todaY that

the two'

Americans in prison in Iraq for
crossing the border illegally were

Daliberti ana William Barloon pass
on March 13, thinking they were authorized personnel.
Mr. Daliberti, 41, of Jacksonville,
Fla., and Mr. Barloon, 39, of Hamp-

ton, Iowa, who were employed as
aircraft mechanics by American
firms in Kuwait, are serving eightyear prison sentences for entering
Iraq illegally.
"They were riding in a white Pajero which very much resembles the

Toyota Landcruiser we use for pa-

mistakenly allowed to enter by United Nations border guards.
In an Associated Press Television

trol, and it was dark," Mr. Thapa
said in the interview at the Umm

Observer Mission,
Lic.a. Gen. Krishna N. S. Thapa of

their ID cards and he just opened the

interview, the commander of the
Iraq-Kuwait

Qasr border post. "When they came

close to him they waved him with
gate," he said, referring to the officer who let them through.

sign of new opportunities for Somali
refugees sheltered in Kenya." No
11

Frightened Kurds
ZAKHO, Iraq

Kurdish

refugees, frightened by the
Turkish army's massive offensive against Kurds in
northern Iraq, cagag.L.on the
doorstep of a UN COMP011pil
yegI'May and demanded protection.

The 177 men, women and
children parked a minibus and
10 trucks, one of them full of

sheep, and set up camp on a
soccer field on a promise the
United Nations would escort
them to safet by tomorrow,

a1j'ith other refugees.
Pi4-4,44 Pica
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UN relief workers trek to Afghan landslide site
wv?

LeviK

Associated Press

SLAMABAD, PAKISTAN

UN

reLworkeçs set out on horsebad to lie-Fpvictims of a landslide that is reported to have killed
as many as 350 people in a remote
corner of northeastern Afghanistan.
UN officials said yesterday that
relief workers carrying a small supply of emergency medicine left the

Badakhshan provincial capital of

Faizabad on Saturday for the two-

and snowfalls.

day journey to the landslide site.

Survivors walked 50 kilometres
across snow-clogged mountain
paths and rain-soaked roads to Fay.-

A giant chunk of the Pamir Moun-

tain range rumbled down on the abad. It took almost a week for news
small village of Qara Luk about a
week ago, burying almost all of its
inhabitants, Radio Kabul reported
Saturday.

The state-run radio blamed the
landslide on two weeks of heavy rain

of the landslide to arrive there.
Alex Thier,

P4istani canital of Islamabad, saki

he couldn't confirm the reported
death toll until the team arrives at
the scene and reports back

r
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Iraq rejects UN oil plan
urf-r i 4 Ar-Zt, 1/v15
Reuters

BAGHDAD
Iraq will reject a
Uriite_d_Nations vtAir llr Bagh-

dad to sell $2 billion US worth

of oil for humanitarian purposes,
parliamentary Speaker Saadi Mehdi
Saleh said yesterday.

"The voice of the masses expresses the Iraqi attitude . . it is
the rejection of this unfair resolu.

tion," Saleh said at an anti-American

demonstration in the heart of the
capital Baghdad.
His remarks were the clearest rejection by Iraqi officials of the plan,
which was adopted unanimously tly

the UN Security Councnriday and
imThediately conueniged by Iraqi
leaders.

Proceeds from sales would be

ian supplies but between $130 mil

usedfor humanitarian purposes

gram to assist the Kurds of nortileri

lion and $150 million of this would be

directly earmarked for a UN ozo

Irag, now siEjected to a govern
ment blockade.

of the Revolutionary Command

Iraq has dismissed this as part of a

Council and the governing Baath U.S.-led political conspiracy.
party headed by President Saddam
Saleh said Iraq also rejected the
Hussein.
terms
under which humanitarian
"We believe the Security Council
supplies to its people would be monihas to respect its own resolutions, tored, and objected to funds from its
687 and paragraph 22," Saleh said at
the rally, where about 5,000 Iraqis oil sales being directed to autonoshouted slogans against the propos- mous Kurdish areas in northern
al.

UN Securit , Council resolution
687

assed a ter Iraq inva Enu-

Western diplomats in Baghdad ex-

trade sanction,s.
Paragraprffrinked the lifting of an
oil embargowith the dismantling of
Iraqiprograams to build weapons of

pected a rejection after Iraqi leaders issued a statement c rdemning

reass destruction.
UN inspector Rolf Ekeus said last

wait, specified

the resolution as a violation of sover-

week there are still doubts over

eignty after a joint meeting Friday

Iraq's biological weapons programs.

Iraq.
The resolution supersedes an earlier 1991 motion, which Iraq has consistently rejected on much the same
grounds.
It would allow Iraq to sell up to $2
billion of oil over 180 days, renewable for another six months.
Out of each $1 billion worth of oil
sold, between $650 million and $680
million would go to buy humanitar-

Another $300 million would be
creamed off the top of each $1 bil
lion for a UN Gulf War reparation !
tnee ot el
fu d. The ame-.5r--=d-.Ti
UN costs stemming from the war.

The sanctions have brought the
oil-rich country of 18 million peopk

to its knees. Aid workers say mil
lions of Iraqis now depend on hand

outs, and a shortage of hard cur
rency has meant government irr,
ports of basic commodities plum
meted last year.

The UN resolution emerged as ;
compromise between U.S. and Brit

ain and other members such a:,
France and Russia who favored lift
ing the oil embargo altogether once
Iraq met UN resolutions on disarma
ment.

Life in violence-torn Burundi
'like quicksand': UN official
,ft 30 0-A-4 ,ct,it s

their attackers, and in nearly 81 per

By Terry Leonard
4ssociated Press

BUJUMBURA, Burundi

cent of those cases, the assailant
Bu-

rundi is a country on the run.

Refugees escaping violence
Jutnumber residents in the capital
and its second-largest city is now
a camp populated by Rwandans.
Life in the central African country

is "a little like quicksand," said

1993 after a coup attempt by elements of the overwhelmingly Tutsi

military.
wasa neighbor.
Because the balance of power is
Ethnic violence between the majority Hutus and minority Tutsis different in Burundi than in Rwanpromotes the ambitions of extremist da, aid workers and UN officials
political parties and individual poli- don't expect killings on a Rwandan
scale. But none rules out the possiticians intent on taking power.

Members of the Tutsi extremist
militia Sans Echec, which means
"without failure," kill Hutu civilians
in once-mixed neighborhoods of the
capital. In the neighborhoods oh
Bwiza and I3uyenzi, where the vio

lence flared last weekend, militia
bility.
Memories of massacres
Burundi's
coalition
government,
men roam unchallenged. Diplomats
The lessons of the genocide of
more than 500,000 people last year forged under terms of a power-shar- said the soldiers often act togethei

in Rwanda seem to be lost on Bu- ing agreement last year, is too fracrundi because memories of its own tious to govern. Since the beginning
Childret.rwh_isi_slqin
In Burundi.
- at appears to
of the year, the main Tutsi opposibe, isn't. You past Inassacfes.
tion party has forced the resigna"It's
seared
into
the
soul
of
every
have to anticipate not just the unexBurundian," said Turner. ' Every tions of the speaker of the National
pected, but the unimaginable."
Assembly and the prime minister.
A recent UNICEF stud of 2,769 of Hutu cannot forget 1972. Every
Diplomats contend the weekend
t he more t an 14,000 children made Tutsi cannot forget 1993."
More than 100,000 people were fighting, which involved the army,
)rphans by ethnic killings since October 1993 found 58 per cent had killed in 1972 in massacres that fol- underscored the inability of the
been attacked themselves. It said 77 lowed a Hutu coup attempt. An esti- Hutu president to control the miliFrances Turner, the head of the UN

per cent of those children knew

Burundi, they say, is now a coun
try governed by thugs and gangs

mated 100,000 people were killed in

tary.

with the militia.

The charred homes of Hutus and
lines of refugees marching around
the top of Lake Tanganyika to saft
haven in Zaire are reminders of po
litical failure.
The extremist Hutu militia Intago
hekas "those who never sleep"

have chased many Tutsis from th(
hills in the predominantly Hutt

countryside

.

100,000ci fl
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APPLAUD Lindor Reynolds' coi-

,ee

L4 iS

umn of April 4 on poverty. Too

K1BEHO, RWANDA
Rwandan troops searched a

few people in this privileged
1
country we live in have looked pov-

southwest Rwanda yesterday,
prompting
an
estimated

e-ty in the face as Reynolds did on

camp for the displaced in

Happy Lax 11

s.

MONTREAL The international aviation community has
committed itself to an emerging technology that improves
the ability of planes to land in
bad weather.
The internatinnal Civil As4iation Organizatio% issued recbmmendations yesterday that

will eventually lead to the
high-tech landing system becoming the worldwide standard for precision approach
and landing systems.
Its US. developers say the
technology, known as global
navigation satellite system, al-

lows planes to land with pinpoint accuracy, even in thick
fO2.

Libyans drum protesi
F P 17 ArAffi LA,

otes ers
TRIPOLI, Libya
pounded drums outside the UN office, newspapers bitterly attacked

her recent trip to Mexico.
The world is often desensitized to
poverty, which is portrayed as a sta-

100,000 people to flee their
huts, witnesses said.

11.1Lofficials said heavily
armed troops of the Tutsi-led
government were appare, tly

tistic. The facts and figures tell us
35,000 children die every day from
malnutrition and related diseases.

engaged in an intense "cortIon
and search" operation of

of the mother and child Reynolds
met begging on that street in Mexi-

The reality of poverty is in the faces

Kibeho camp but there ma re
no immediate reports of any
casualties.

Mass
wf

GENEVA

co.

UfJICEF helps mothers and chil-

dralike the ones who gave Reynolds and her daughter an unex-

t.t

pected look at real life for the poor.
Even the smallest donation to

xty-two peo-

ple, mostly women and children, were killed by machete-

UNICEF can go a long way.

If travellers have leftover foreign

wielding men in an attack on a

currency, that, too, can be put to

village in Liberia, the Mail-

good use by UNICEF. Let's hope her

dren's Fund said yesterday.
spokesman
Dada-7111 ersonnaz said the
mass killings occurred April 9
in the central village of Yosi.
He said details were only now
emerging from survivors who
made it to a hospital in Buchanan, about 95 kilometres

column will be a catalyst to help

1F_

man more mothers and children.

c-P a PerAA AS' MARGARET
KONIUCK-PETZOLD
Winnipeg

ajpr

southeast of Monrovia, the
capital.

AWA
Andre Rioux of Beloeil, Que., has been
awarded the Meritorious Ser-

the United States and Libyan leader
Col. Moanimar Gadhafi exhorted his

countrymen to be steadfast before
UN sanctions.

Whipping up popular rage is part
of Gadhafi's plan to defy a UN air
travel ban by flying pilgrims to Mecci, Saui Srabia, this week. He regu-

larly uses the annual Muslim pilgrimage to dramatize Libya's anger
at the sanctions.

Fujni ss

jored..

vice Cross for cool behavior

1^4.r

under fire during a, place-

WASHINGTON

World Bal has set up a new
$200-million program to deliver loans to the world's poorest people, in developing

countries, with Canada contributing $750,000 Cdn over
three years. The idea is to enourage small businesses.

keeping mission in AnRo

Vioux was serving with a
UN mission in the African
cout"irir-Twen the headquarters in which he worked came
under fire in a battle between
warring factions.

Polio withering away on its deathbed,
will be gone by 2000, WHO officials say
%OP

kiZa LALAS

Reuter
ENEVA

THE World Health

fections is reckoned to be at least 10
times that, the WHO said the figure

Or anization yesterday re- represented an 82 per cent reducor ed adPastic reduction in tion from the number of cases rethe number of polio cases world- ported when WHO member states
wide and said it's on course to eradi- set the eradication target seven
cate the disease entirely by the year years ago.
2000.

"In 1988 the World Health Assem-

In figures released to mark World bly in effect issued a death warrant
its theme this for a disease, poliomyelitis," Ralph
Health Day today
year is A World Without Polio the Henderson, the WHO's assistant diUN a enc said reported cases of rector general, told a news confert e cripp ing childhood disease ence.
dropped to 6,241 in 1994.

Although the actual number of in-

"We are now midway towards carrying out t hat death sentence."

in

1g927

Some 70 countries are still

af-

fected by polio, especially in Asia
and West and Central Africa. India
accounts for half of all cases.
The WHO says almost 2,00o chil-

dren a week are paralysed hy the
disease and a new case occurs every
six minutes on average
But of the 214 countries and territories that t±iort to rtre W110,. f45
s-did they 1M no cases of polio last

year. Ukraine, Mongolia and Sri
Lanka were among those countrie:-.
from which polio was absent for the
first time.

12 million die before age of five

Child deaths
tied
to
poverty
v.

fp

Organ removal
z

A--k4

ENE VA China has denied al ILgation.s that its penal authorities re
move organs from executed criminals Without their consent.

In testimony before a United Ni
art% on contemp,Lag form s I licavery ate e neilav, a Chinese o icial also maintained that the country has no political prisoners.
tions

ENEVA THE World Health
9rkanizatiop7'm a report it-Zescrib as "a devastating portrait of our times," said today that 12

million children die every year in
developing countries before they
reach the age of five.

Most of the deaths, equal to the
combined populations of Norway
and Sweden, are from diseases like
pneumonia, diarrhea, measles and

CAMBODIA / With the UN operation over,
corruption and intolerance again pose
a threat to freedom and human rights

malaria, which could be prevented if
more resources were available.
Combating the extreme poverty in
which more than one in five people
around the world lives is the key to

improving health and lengthening
life expectancy in the Third World,
WHO said.

It called on governments to step
up the war on deadly childhood ailments as well as infectious and para-

sitic diseases that kill millions of
adults.
The.World HealthRenort 199
Bridgui the Gaas, was presented to

Nakajima:`devastating'
"More than 200 million children
almost a third of all the children in
the world
are undernourished,"
WHO said. "Malnutrition contributes substantially to childhood disease and death but often goes unrecognized as such."

Dark clouds stain
dawn of democrac
BY JOHN STACKHOUSE"(P4 dcffitt4L'aeven
Development issues Reporter
Phnom Penh

YEAR after the withdrawal of the bi st a d
costliest pnited Nat Dais

The report, the first in what is to
s from 190 WHO member be an annual survey by the Geneva- operat idii everl, Cambodia's
states gathered in Geneva for the based agency, highlights stark ex- dawn of democracy has turned
United Nations body's annual as- amples of growing inequity in ac- into a morning storm of con-upo

sembly.

"Freverty is the main reason why
babies are not vaccinated, why
clean water and sanitation are not
provided, why curative drugs and

other treatments are unavailable
and why mothers die in childbirth,"
the report said.
"But today the money that some
developing countries have to spend

per person on health care over an
entire year is just $4 (US), less than
the amount of small change carried

in the pockets and purses of many
people in developed countries."

Hiroshi Nakajima, WHO director-general, said the survey painted
a "devastating portrait of our
times."

ton and intolerance, raising
"A short air trip between Florida concern among Khmers and forin the United States and Haiti repre- eigners alike .that the impovsents a life expectancy gap of more erished country may slide back
than 19 years," the report said.
to its former authoritarian state.
The report was also released in
In recent months, the CarnboWashington, where Dr. David Brandian
government has stepped up
dling-Bennett, deputy director of control
of journalists, threatthe Pan American Health Organizaened
outspoken
politicians and
tion, said the major health problems
in Canada and the United States are asked the UN to close its centle
chronic diseases: heart disease, lung for human ri hts in Phnom
Irlh.
spite real progress in
disease, diabetes and cancer.
He said the leading health issue in &Main areas, true democracy is
the industrialized countries, where far from being achieved in Cam-

cess to basic health care.

people tend to live to ripe old ages, is bodia," said Pung-Chhiv Kek Ga.

how to keep older people healthy labru, president of the Camboand happy. "That's the big challenge dian League for the Promotion
for countries like Canada."

and Defence of Human Rights.

"The law is the law, but eve-

rything is subject to negotiation," she said.
The UN pulled out of Cambo-

dia7a-tUrgEr17-untry

ir.

March of 1994, almost one yeai
alter it suoefkrised an election in
which more than 90 per cent of
eligible voters cast ballots. Since
then, the Cambodian spring that

saw human-rights groups and
newspapers popping up on almost every street corner has
turned blustery.

"I don't think there is a real
democracy here," the head of
one international agency in
Phnom Penh said. "It's the sameold game: patron-client relations,
feudalism,
warlords.
gravY-

In January, the government
seized two newspapers and ar
rested an editor for running dc

rogatory cartoons of the

co-

prime ministers, Prince Norodom Ranariddh and Hun Sen. It

is now considering a new laA
that would make libel a criminal
offence.

Last September, a newspaper

editor who had published accounts of official corruption was
gunned down on a busy street in
the capital.

holiday
UN takes over from U.S., Haiti declares
ident Jean-Bertrand Aristide to disReuters-CP to/R.

3A _1 3 1 ei
ORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti

first time in years and bleachers

were up for spectators and bands.
United Nations Secretary General
Haiti has declared a nationei
Boutros
Boutros-Ghali, U.S. Presiholiday today to mark the day
dent
Clinton
and Defence Minister
the Llaited Nations takes over David Collenette were among those
1..1.S,-led
peacekeeping duties from a
scheduled to attend.
force.
Collenette plans to meet Canadian
Ty yesterday, the presidential palace had been repainted, streets in peacekeepers who recently arrived
Presthe capital were repaved for the in Haiti. He also wants to meet

p

cuss the country's future.
A U.S.-led multinational force has

occupied the Caribbean country
since Sept. 19, 1994.
Today, military,, power will he
handed oyeiJilia
fcsce

0-mem er

from 1 c funaoo from Canada.

UN summit on global warming

bo's down on votmg procedures

Outbreak in Zaire
may be deadly Ebola

P.

's

1---re

Neu York Times Service

Scientists have
found preliminary evidence that
the Ebola virus. one of the dead.
liest infectious agents known. is
NEW YORK

the cause of a mysterious dis

ease that has broken out in
Zaire, officials of the.__Warid

and the

-

\

%thich were made at the Centers
lei Disease Control headquar-

ters in Atlanta, is to be made in
Zaire this morning, said Dr.
James Hughes. an official of the
L.S. agency.

Ebola is one of a family of vi.
ruses that cause high fever and
severe bleeding, and it is one of

U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention said yesterday.
The disease has killed at least
59 people in Zaire, and health officials fear that panic may be aggravating the situation there.
Perhaps as many as 303 patients,
doctors, nurses and other health
care workers have fled hospitals

the new and emerging infectious
agents that leading experts have

in the affected areas, said Dr.
Ralph Henderson, an assistant

there, and in the Sudan.
It caused another outbreak in
the Sudan in 1979, again killing
90 per cent of the victims. There

director-general

of

United Nations agencY
tieva.

.Ttsis not known how many of
those fleeing may be infected
with the virus.
An announcement of the preliminary laboratory findings.

warned could cause outbreaks
unexpectedly anywhere in the
world.

The Ebola virus was discovered in Zaire in 1976, where it
killed 90 per cent of the nearly
600 people who were infected

is no specific treatment or vaccine to prevent it, although gen .
oral hygienic and medical pre-

cautions can help curtail its
ceread
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Berlin conference that they can
meet the goal.
BERLIN ON the first day of a
Burned fossil fuels account for
UN conference.intended to
much of the man-made carbon
srow elObal warmuu it was
dioxide responsible for steadily
already apparent just how difficult
warming the atmosphere.
An organization of small island
that would be.
Even before the meeting began
states, backed hy host country
yesterday, it bogged down over a
Germany. is askmg delegates to
procedural question that
commit to the goal of reducing
highlighted some participants'
carbon dioxide emissions 20 per
opposition to regulations controlling cent by 2005. These countries fear
greenhouse gas emissions.
flooding if global warming makes
Oil-producing countries, fearful
sea levels rise.
the regulations would hurt them
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and other oil
economically, called for each
producers say that could devastate
country to have veto power. Other
their economies by cutting off their
participants called for a
source of income.
majority-rule system.
They got support from the United
The debate delayed the start of
MineWorkers of America, the U.S.
the conference by an hour, and after union that circulated a statement
yesterday urging delegates to reject
a day of meetings there was still no
solution in sight.
"tough targets and timetables" until
But Saudi Arabia, which
"essential scientific uncertainties
spearheaded the protest from
are resolved."
oil-producing countries, later
A UN climate expel./ told the
agreed in private talks with German meeting yesterday that scientific
Environment Minister Angela
evidence, while not conclusive, had
Merkel, to set the matter aside for
convinced him of the need to take
now and let the conference proceed.
action soon. G.O.P. Obasi, leaLsi f
The meeting of 130 countries is a
the World Meteorologicql
clrganizatigp, said he based his
follow-uzto the 1992 Earth Suminit
assessment on "an increasing
in Rio de Janeiro. There, delegates
adopted the Convention on Climate
number of extreme weather-relateel
Change, which says industrialized
disasters."
The Philippines had 32 typhoons it,
FOrtit 111 es must reduce carbon
1993, compared with an annual
dioxide emissions to 1990 levels by
average of 19. and Hurricane
2000.
Andrew in 1992 was the "hurricane
Few of the 127 countries that have
of the centur Obasi said.
ratified the accord can tell the

Doctors, nurses said fleeiug hospitals
le:17

'14 $ ^414.

AP-CP-Reuter
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Countries clash over method
of improving nuclear arms pact
As diplomats continued the debate

The
NITED NATIONS
nuclear powers
world's
clashed with other countries
yesterday over how to make a treaty

to prevent the spread of nuclear
weapons more effective.
Most countries are convinced the

behind closed doors at UN headsuarters, Indonesian Voreign Mmister Alatas said he still hoped for a
compromise that would take into account the concerns of many developing countries.

But he acknowledged a majority
nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty of the 178 countries that have signed
continues to have a vital role in the the treaty back an indefinite extenpost-Cold War world, making it cerery.ice on the issue
tain

sion, meaning it would likely pass.
"Of course they will win; the votes

which ends Fridair- wEFigYieto are there," Alatas told reporters.

make the treaty permanent.
"We do not want to destroy the NPT
But a group of developing countries led by Indonesia i pressing the but we want to improve on it."
five declared nuclear powers the
Extension
United States, Russia, China, France
Indonesia has led a proposal to exand Britain to give stronger com-

mitments on nuclear disarmament
and other issues.

tend the treaty, which must be renewed now that it has run for 25

years, by fixed periods of 25 years at
a time. Only about a dozen states, including Iran and North Korea, have
publicly backed the idea.

The United States and others ar-

gue this would encourage more
states to develop nuclear arms.
They point to Iraq's nuclear program, discovered after the 1991
Gulf War, and to the current crisis
over North Korea as proof that the
treaty should be made permanent to
meet the growing danger of proliferation in the post-Cold War world.

South Africa, the only country to

build a secret arsenal of nuclear
weapons and then dismantle them,
has also proposed more regular and
stringent reviews as a possible compromise.

Bosnian Serb will stand trial
on murder, rape, torture charges
be. e

kati

Associated Press

HE HAGUE, Netherlands
The YuPaslav war crimes iri-

got its first defendant

yester-W three years after the

Bosnian civil war began and nearly
half a century after the last international war crimes court.
Sitting behind bulletproof glass,
Bosnian Serb Dusan Tadic pleaded
not guilty to charges of war crimes,

crimes qgainst humanity, murder
and rape the first time rape has
ever been tried as a war crime.
The former bar owner and karate

tribunal's authority and refused to
surrender suspects, making it unlikely the court will get its hands on
any big names.

Yesterday's preliminary hearing
drew criticism from the Bosnian

Serb "Ministry of Information,"
which called it a biased attempt to
deny Serbs their "legitimate right to
self-determination."
No trial date was set for Tadic.

There are three judges: Jules Deschenes, former chairman of an inquiry on war criminals in Canada;

Lal Vohrah, a former Malaysian
High Court judge; and presiding

instructor faces trial this summer Judge Gabrielle Kirk McDonald, a
before a three-judge panel. The former U.S. federal judge from Tex-

court was created

e ber

1993 by the UN Security

cil.

as.

Tadic is charged with 13 murders,

17Elleite rokIlo and ureiriberg one rape and numerous instances of
tribunals set up by the victorious cruelty and torture in Serb-conSecond World War allies, the Yugo- trolled Bosnia in the summer of
slav tribunal is trying to mete out 1992. He was arrested in Germany
justice in a conflict that shows little last year after being identified by
sign of ending.
At least 200,000 people have died

Bosnian refugees there.
At the last international war

in the war, which began in 1992 crimes tribunal, in Tokyo in 1948,
when Bosnian Serbs rebelled at the seven of Japan's wartime leaders
Muslim-led government's decision were sentenced to death

to secede from Yugoslavia.

and
hanged. Sixteen were jailed for life.

On Monday, the tribunal's chjef
Two years earlier, Nuremberg's
prosecutor, Richard Goldstone of tribunal for Nazi war crimes sen-

Canada's men live
in No. 1 country,
women
in No. 9: UN
,.., ".,.. ,,,,,iS

followed by Finland, Norway and
Denmark. The U.S. ranked fifth,

By Dianne Rinehart
Canadian Press

Japan eighth and Canada came in

TTAWA
CANADA is the
best country in the world to
l ive in 1995 unless you're
a woman.
Then it's the ninth best, accordmg to the 14mtellIsationg Develop-

ninth.
When the index is adjusted for
inequality between women and

men in economic and political
decision-making, Canada rises

ferday
That index
which ranks mum
tries by combining life expectan-

again to fifth place behind Sweden, Norway, Finland and Den.
mark.
The U.S. drops to eighth and
Japan plummets to 27th behind
countries with nowhere near the

cy, educational attainment and

economic might such as Thnidad,

adjusted real income of the Firmlation
places Canada on top of
the list for the third time in the last
four years
This year Canada ranked mar-

Cuba, Bulgaria, Costa Rica and

trle.t1L_provanan

eve opnviecjiTsea

gmally above the United States and
Japan
which broke Canada's

winning streak in 1993
But when the human de% clop-

ment index was adjusted for
inequality beN een men and

China.
The human development index

has long been used in federalist
political speeches to emphasize
why Quebec shouldn't separate
The Parti Quebecois, anticipat-

mg another round of speeches
about how Canada ts No 1, spent

S 500 in May for a study which
argues the human development

women in education, literact and

index is a "fairly crude mst ru

Sotirrica, named Bosnian Serb tenced 12 of its 24 suspects to death

income, the top three slid do%n the

ment"

army commander, Ratko Mladic, as
war crimes suspects.

ment Index ranked 1+eden No

leader Radovan Karadzic and his and three to life in prison. Most of
the Nazi leadership, including Adolf
Hitler, committed suicide before tri-

But the Serbs have rejected the als.

b

list slight ly

The Gender related De% chi,
I

The UN rep( irt says there is no
society in %k hich omen lart a,
well as men

Wrangle to extend treaty
on non-proliferation starts
'No more testing; no more production,' UN secretary general pleads
Associated Press

NITED NATIONS
.11.1N
members gathered yesterday
to open a month-long debate
ver renewing the Nuclear Non-pEoiferation TreVy, the centrepiece of
.

Addresses by UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali and U.S.
State Secretary Warren Christopher
topped the first day's agenda, along
with remarks by Hans Blix, head of

Opening the conference, BoutrosGhali sidestepped the issue of extension but urged the nuclear powers to

bargain. The 178 signatory govern
ments are committed to preventint.
the spread of nuclear weapons be

move toward eventual elimination yond five countries that acknowl
edge having them
of nuclear arms.
the Unite
the International Atomic Eneigy
"No more testing. No more pro- States, Russia, Britain, France anc
Agency, which administers the trea- duction .
lo5al arms control.
Reduction and de- China. In exchange, the five arc
The United States and other nu- tFranadian Foreign Affairs Minis- struction of all nuclear weapons and pledged to work toward eliminating
lear powers want an indefinite and ter Andre Ouellet is to speak today.
the means to make them sheuld be all nuclear arms.
The treaty also guarantees coun
Principal flaw
nconditional extension of the 25humanity's great common cause,"
tries
the right to develop peaceful
ear-old treaty, designed to block
The IAEA is taking sten,s to the UN chief declared.
he spread of atomic weapons.
toughen its inspection regime for
Boutros-Ghali also called on the nuclear technology under interna
But some in the Third World pre- detecting clandestine nuclear-weap- nuclear powers to strengthen lim- tional oversight.
The treaty is credited with lessen
er only a limited extension and ons programs. The perceived weak- ited assurances they have given
vant to attach conditions, such as ness of that regime has been cited as non-nuclear states that they will not ing the likelihood of a nuclear free
for-all in the world. But three eoun
reater progress in reducing nu- a principal flaw in the non-prolifera- be subjected to nuclear attack.
lear arsenals.
tion treaty system.
The 1970 pact struck an historic tries that did not sign it Israel, In
dia and Pakistan have develoyee
nuclear-weapons capability. 'Iti(
that did sign
Iraq and North Ko
rea are accused of having tried t(
.

.

Gadhafi threatens to defy
UN embargo on flights
New York Thnes Service

TRIPOLI

Colonel IvIoammar Gad-

hafi says Libyan planes are preparing to defy a United Nations bail on

flights to annrom Libya and adds
that his country might soon drop
out of the UN.

In an interview Wednesday, Col.
Gadhaft said he has notified Egypt.
Sudan and Saudi Arabia that Libyan
planes carrying pilgrims to Mecca
will soon enter their airspace.
He vowed to retaliate against any
country, including Libya's Arab
neighbours, who prevented the Libyans from reaching the holy site of

Mecca during the annual Muslim
pilgrimage known as hajj.

"If sanctions mean that pilgrims

are unable to go to Mecca, then
this calls for a holy war against not
only the United States, France and

Great Britain, but the rest of the
Arab world," he said. "If the Libyan planes are shot down or destroyed, if anything happens to
these pilgrims, then it will mean
that the Prophet's tomb is under
the control of the United States
and that Saudi Arabia is not an independent country.

"This is not a political issue.
These pilgrims are going not to a
country, but to God's house. And
those that prevent us from worshipping there confront us at their

build nuclear bombs.
Many non-nuclear countries com-

peril."
The UN impose l. the air embargo

and banned the sale or transfer of
military parts to Libya in April of
1992 after the country refused to
hand over two Libyans wanted in
connection with the 1988 bombing
of a Pan American World Airways
flight over Scotland in which 270
people were killed.

The Libyan leader also lashed
out at the UN, saying it had become ai---4imstrument of the French.

British and U.S. governmen' He
said Libya was considering
drawing from the world body and
joining Taiwan, Switzerland, the
Vatican and the Pacific island of
Nauru as a non-member state.
.

With Libya's refusal to hand
over the suspects in the Pan Am
bombing, the UN Security Council

expanded the macaws in Deember7 1993 by freezing Libyan assets around the world and denying
the country access to a range of oil
equipment.

plain the five nuclear powers hav
balked at meeting the treaty's corn
mitment to move in good faith to
ward total disarmament.

The treaty had only a 25-year
guaranteed run. The pact specified
that in 1995, the signatories would
have to decide whether to extend it
indefinitely, or for a fixed period or
periods.

The dispute between those whc
have nuclear weapons and those
who don't is reflected in a still-unre.

solved debate over procedures to
use when the extension question
comes to a vote in early May.

Third World countries want a se
cret ballot but the United States and
the other nuclear powers want voting by open roll call. That would en

able them to better target supporters and opponents.
"Opposing a secret ballot can onl

mean the United States is worried
about the outcome of the vote," said
Stephanie Mills, a non-proliferation

specialist with the environmental

The sanctions also were a re-

and anti-nuclear group Greenpeace.

sponse to Libya's refusal to co-operate with an inquiry into the 1989
bombing of a French airliner over

rough majority in favor of indefinite
extension going into the conference.

Niger in which 171 people were
killed. France has issued arrest
warrants for four Libyans, including Col. Gadhafi's brother-in-law,
in connection with that blast.

U.S. officials said they have a
But analysts said pushing through
unconditional indefinite extension
by a narrow majority would undei
mine the treaty's broad support

Three UN posts taken

Croatians invade
rebel Serb enclave
wc-f) 24441 tellx-

Reuters-AP-CP

SARAJEVO, BOSNIA-HERZE-

Croatian troops
and armor poured across UN
truce ling into a rebel Serb encge
in Croatia yesterday in an assault
GOVINA

Croats attack Serb positions

111111311111 U.N. forces

Government- Bosaian Croat federation 0 Croat-Serb and Bosnian-Sett 0 U.N. 'sale zones'

SLOVENIA

HUNGARY
.

-Belgrade

that overshadowed the end of a

ROMANIA

four-month ceasefire in neighboring
Bosnia.
The Bosnian truce expired at noon
without any major outbreak of fight-

'

ing. However, snipers were active
in Sarajevo and within hours had
shot and killed two women in the
city. Several mortar rounds were
also reported to have hit the suburbs.

UN peacekee e s said

Serb enclave in Western

Slavonia at daybreak. Other units
took three UN observation posts in

Tu

Zepa

2,000

Croa ian roops t rust into the Kramina

'90StM

SO miles

Ffenims
:Adriatic Sea

CROATIA
Croat
advance

Sarajevo @

\
Gorazde

Croat
advance
MCant .9 Nova

no man's land in the Medak pocget in
the south.

Gradiska

The Western Slavonia Serbs admitted losing considerable territory

and retaliated by shelling nearby
Croatian towns.

They also seized 115 UN civilian
police and soldiers as human shields
477d7ppe-7aragSerb s in Yugoslavia
and neighboring Bosnians for help.
Eight RCMP officers and one Ca-

nadian soldier qttached to the IN
are also in the area of the fighting
but officials said all were safe.
The Canadian battalion on peace-

keeping duty in sector south in
Croatia, the Royal 22nd Regiment,

AP/Wm. J Castero

"(But) in reaction to what happened in the north, the Serb brigade
has withdrawn their tanks and artillery outside tl)e (UN1 weapons storage site and deployed them close to
the-Tole that we patrol in anticipation of Croatian attacks."
As a result, his troops were on or-

ber 1993. In the north, two Croatian

warplanes tried to disable a bridge
across the river Sava linking Serb
territory in Bosnia and Croatia but
their rockets missed, the UN said.

However, in the Croatian capital
of Zagreb, officials said government

forces were gaining control of the

was well away from the fighting.
"In our AOR (area of responsibili-

ange alert, an increased state of E-70 highway which cuts through
readiness in which they always Western Slavonia.

ty) as such, the Croatians haven't

carry their weapons, helmets and

done

anything," said Lt.-Col.
Jacques Morneau, commanding of-

flak jackets, even in base camp.

ter Andre Ouellet told reporters

ficer of CANBAT I .

tween the two sides since Septem-

fire was not extended.

In Ottawa, Foreign Affairs Minis.

The fighting was the worst be- Canada was disappointed the cease .
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UN raps
Canada
on child
rights
Refugees, regional
inequality cited
BY RUDY PLATIEL
The Globe and Mail

Canada's international reputation for protecting its children

received a few knocks in

Liberal plan
raises UN
concerns

a*

Iln_itedliatiomjcood yesterday;

particularly on protecting the
interests of children in immigration cases.

The UN's Committee on the

Rights ot the chilr Falcitliat
While Canada deserves praise
for a number of things, there are
also concerns such as "the
emerging problem of child pov-

Cut in social programs may hurt
Canada's poor, committee warns
By Lisa Schlein W I-1. ) I e -5 pAekli 1,)
Canadian Press
A United Nations
committee h-ii-eiff'esS"ed Se-

GENEVA

der the status quo, many of our social

programs would be under-

mined."

Earlier this week, the delegates

told the committee that the pro-

erty" in the country and the removal of "unaccompanied" immigrant children who have been

rious concern over Ottawa's

posed new legislation, Bill C-76 cur-

intention to scrap the Canada Assis-

refused refugee status.
The committee lauded Canada

tance Plan in favor of a new bill
which could result in "the loss of

rently before Parliament, could result in the "very serious withdrawal
of legal protections and rights for

rights for low income people."

those in poverty."

for playing a key role in the
drafting of the Convention on
the Rights of the Child and in
convening the 19,901./micmmit for Childreq. But it also said

tat Canada has not paid sufficient attention to setting up a
permanent monitoring system
to ensure that those convention
rights are protected in all parts
of the country.

Barbara Jackman, a Ibronto
lawyer tor -the mterthurch
Committee for Refu ees tvhich
ap
ore the UN's Geneva
saidlhe
wording used in the report is the

strongest diplomatic language
that can be used.
The report acknowledged that
the division of powers between
the federal, provincial and territorial govenmients complicates
matters. But it said that leaving
it to the provinces to define the
legal status of children born out
of wedlock "may lead to differ-

ent levels of legal protection ...
in various parts of the country."

The report also focused on
what it said was a weakness in
protecting the best interests of
children in refugee and immigration situations.
It calls for speeding up family-

reunification ezses, and urges
solutions "to avoid expulsions
causing separation of families in
the spirit of Article 9 of the convention."

..

The ti c.t.1...t :.tri e,..aa..c.ii_-

.nir,

ri his plari-s-to
social iii-Uct-iltu
governse
"grave
its
describing
ment

aeero the ee

concerns" over the repeal of the
plan which, it observed, could

breach Canada's obligations under
the international covenant on cco-

nbrial ariatuato.7".. .s.

-ThoTeob1i5TIOTis require Canada

to ensure that "the right to an adequate income" is available to everyone in the country.
This is believed to be the first time

Third reading
The bill is expected to come up for

a third reading next month and be
proclaimed in July.
It would cut S7 billion from trans-

fer payments to the provinces for
social programs over the next three
years and hand over "block
funding" to each province.
In return, the provinces would no
longer have to abide by federal standards on social and economic assis-

the committee has taken an initia-

tance to the poor.
"I know the government has a def-

tive on an issue based on draft legis,lation as opposed to existing law.

chairwoman of the Charter Commit-

The committee made its decision

after listening to testimony from
two delegates representing three
Canadian intergovernmental organizations: the National Anti-Poverty
Organization, the Charter Commit-

tee on Poverty Issues and the National Action Committee on the Status of Women.

Incomplete story
Winnipeg MP Lloyd Axworthy,

Canada's minister of human resources, said yesterday the UN committee didn't have the whole story.
"It would be important that a com-

mittee like that also fully understand what the benefits of the trans-

fer payment will be. Just to hear
from a group of critics wouldn't give
them a balanced approach," Axworthy said outside the House
"We'd be more than happy to demonstrate that if we had continued un-

icit in Canada," said Sarah Sharpe,

tee on Poverty Issues. "But I don't
know why the government has to
take away rights that have been in
effect for 30 years in Canada, from
the most vulnerable in Canadian society."
Kenneth Osborne Rattray, a Jamaican human rights expert, said
the committee couldn't predict the
fate of Bill C-76, but if it should become law, "it would constitute a retrogressive action

Canada also came under interna-

tional rebuke two years aa vJen
t e cormittee criticized thFformer
federal Tory government for not doing enough to fight poverty.

The Canadian delegates said the
government should let the Supreir.(.
Court decide if Bill C-76 infringes on
the rights of Canadians.
Ottawa will have a chance to give
its side of the story later this year

High-seas police get UN clout
Tobin says Canada's seizure of Spanish vessel helped muster European support
tx.kr

fishing for migratory
stocks such as cod or turbot by
fleets far from their home waover

BY DAN WESTELL
The Globe and Mal,

Canada wcIl be legally able to
seize vessels on the high seas
that violate domestic fisheries
rules under .a new United Np.bons treaty overturning 500
ernational law in fa-

ters.

"We have a substantive convention a .binding convention,

and one with real teeth," a

pleased Fisheries Minister Brian

'Min said in an interview from

vour of conservation.
The UN Conference on Strasldling and Highly Migratory Fish

New York.

Among other achievements,
he said, "a clear right [has been]
established for coastal states to
take direct enforcement meas-

Stocks has reached a consensus
thirewill be formally approved
today giving coastal states such
as Canada much more control

ures on the high seas beyond 200

From Page Al

Mr. Nandan nudged the par-

ties together by encouraging

them to back off positions

based on "rights" and adopt

the limit of national

on deep-sea fishing, that they

jurisdiction.
When 30 nations have ratified
the convention (and the Foreign
Affairs Department will be actively lobbying other countries to

saw its optioms as the status quo

miles"

do so, Mr. 'Ibbin said), the law
will permit Canada to do something that it did illegally earlier
this year.

Mr. 'Ibbin said Canada's seizure of a Spanish vessel conthe European Union
countries, some of which were
strongly opposed to any limits
vinced

should support the convention.

Before the seizure, the Ku

-- that is unrestricted fishing
beyond the 200-mile limit

or a

binding convention: after the
seizure. the options became a
binding convention or unilateral
action by coastal states, he said.

But others familiar with the
two years of negotiations credit
convention chairman Satya
Nandan of Fiji.
Please see UN I A4

As outlined by Mr. 'Ibbin, disagreed could opt out and set
Canadian government experts their own limits. Now quotas
and UN observers, the conven- must be consistent with the
tion means that responsiblity policy set by the coastal state
for setting quotas remains which shares the stock, and if
with regional organizations, one member tries to under-

This will be particularly effective against vessels operi:`ing under flags of convenience
because countries that register

those vessels often have no

way ar d no inclination to get

common-sense proposals designed to address the obvious such as the Northwest Atlantic
Fisheries Organization, whose
disappearance of fish stocks.
The right to seize a vessel in 14 members include Canada
international Waters is "a departure from a SOO-year tradi- 'We have a substantive
tion, that is the freedom of the

mine that decision with its an officer aboard one of "their"
vention on the Law of the Sea.
Mverfishing by countries un-

'There is no

high seas," Mr. Tabin said.
"There is no longer the free-

their fleets has been a serious
problem. Under NAFO, Canadian enforcement officers had
the right to board and inspect

to fish on the high
seas . . . it's over.'

convention, a binding
convention, and one
dom to fish on the high seas with real teeth.'
... it's over," a UN official said

yesterday, quoting remarks
made at a briefing by Mr. Nan- and many EU countries. But
dan.
while NAFO rules applied only
The convention covers only to members
so vessels fishfish caught outside the 200- ing under flags of convenience
mile limit, but it has the effect were essentially unregulated
the regional rules now apply
of bringing all fishing countries under the control of fish- to all vessels fishing in the
ing organizations. And individ- area.
In the past, when NAFO asual countries can enforce the
deal.

own quota, the dispute can be vessels in 72 hours.
taken to an independent tribuErrant vessels flying flags of
nal setinuinder the UN's4on-

willing or unable to control longer the freedom

other vessels.

Under the convention, if an convenience "are going to be
officer finds a serious viola- visiting Halifax or St. John's,"
the a Canadian official said.
tion, the flag country

While recognizing the gains
state where the vessel is regismust investigate. If made, the environmental ortered
the flag state fails to react in ganization Greenpeace said the
72 hours, the officers can take arrangement fell short because
the ship to port and hold it it failed to block multi-billionuntil the country meets its ob- dollar government subsidies
which encourage overfishing,
signed quotas. members who ligations.

The agreement to he approved today does not coyer

and it did not address the 27
million tonnes of fish caught
and discarded each year, a

coastal statgs stmogadrkg it
w-Cre Canada, Argentina, Iceland, Chile, Peru, Norway,
New Zealand, Indonesia.
Six countries
Spain.

major factor
stocks.

eels and salmon. The

Japan, Poland. Russia, South
Korea and illiwan -- catch 90
per cent of the high-seas take.

in

declining

Even as pis: translatoq; put
the finishing touches on ver
sions of the agreement, which

had to be translated into six
languages for today's pkmao

session, U.S. President Bill
Clinton approved a $53-million
(U.S.) disaster-relief package

for U.S. fishermen who lost

EST COPY AVAILABL

their jobs because of a lack of
fish

